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• WADA Code
• Testing programme
• TUE
• Whistle-blowers
• Athlete feedback
WADA CODE

• WADA = World Anti-Doping Agency

• FAI = Code signatory & IOC recognised

• Part of the Olympic movement

• Right to organise of events

• Right to participate in events (World Games, Asian Games, …)
WADA CODE

• Fairness and equity
  • Balloon and GPS

• But also care of physical and psychological health
  • Examples of other sports with fatalities
TESTING PROGRAMME

• Out-of-Competition tests
  • whereabouts

• FAI events selected for In-Competition tests

• NADO tests
  • = National Anti-Doping Agency

• MEO tests
  • Major Event Organization
  • Ex: World Games in Birmingham, 2021
  • Why not Olympic Games?
THERAPEUTIC USE EXEMPTIONS (TUE)

• Authorization to use medication which substance is on prohibited list

• For health reasons

• Right to compete

• Risk = 4 years suspension

• Need for a certificate issued by FAI
THERAPEUTIC USE EXEMPTIONS (TUE)

• Available for all with FAI Sporting Licence to apply

• Approval managed through CIMP (FAI Medical commission) TUE Panel

• Deadline to apply = 21 days

• Protects pilots from adverse findings which can be an uncomfortable and threatening process
WHISTLE-BLOWERS

- WADA “Speak-Up” programme
- FAI Protocols
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